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ABSTRACT

Target brightness temperature maps can be used in geostationary interferometric microwave sounder (GIMS) system simulation. System simulation with accurate target brightness temperature maps can evaluate system performance in near real case and thus help adjust design parameters for the sensor before it is finally put into use. In this paper, method of simulating target brightness temperature using Weather Research and Forecasting Model and Radiative Transfer for TOVS (RTTOV) has been discussed. Target brightness temperature simulation results at oxygen absorption band and water-vapor absorption band have been presented. Some preliminary analyses of simulated brightness temperature for GIMS’ observation have also been given.

Index Terms—GIMS, brightness temperature simulation, WRF, RTTOV

1. INTRODUCTION

Compared with low earth orbit, sensors working in geostationary earth orbit (GEO) have the advantage of continuously observing the full earth disk and thus have great potential in monitoring fast changing weather such as tropical cyclone, which is one of the most important natural disasters that cause severe damages in southeastern China every year. However, the high spatial resolution requirement poses a big challenge in remote sensing from GEO satellite. The technique of interferometric aperture synthesis helps solve the problem, which uses signals intercepted by multiple small antennas to yield the angular response characteristics of a much larger antenna, hence increases spatial resolution as well as relieves system complexity. Some GEO instruments with this idea have been proposed including GeoSTAR proposed by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, NASA [1]; GAS proposed by the European Space Research and Technology Center, ESA [2]; and GIMS proposed by the National Space Science Center, Chinese Academy of Sciences [3].

Geostationary interferometric microwave sounder (GIMS) has been proposed for China’s next generation geostationary meteorological satellite. It uses a rotating circular array [4] and is supposed to be working in the time-sharing mode. Considering its application in continuously observation of the full-earth disk, a set of highly resolved continuous full-earth disk model of GIMS brightness temperature image is useful in evaluating its performance with different design parameters [5] and determining whether or not to add an algorithm to correct the error along with time-sharing mode. Fig1 shows the framework of GIMS system simulation, which is composed of target modeling, observation process simulation of the sensor, processing of the observed data, and brightness temperature retrieval from the processed observation data. In this paper, we’ll focus on validation and analysis of target modeling.

2. METHODOLOGY AND VALIDATION

In this work, the NCEP FNL (Final) Operational Global Analysis data on 1-degree by 1-degree grids prepared operationally every six hours [6] are used as the initial fields to drive Weather Research and Forecasting Model, which is a state-of-the-art atmospheric modeling system capable of meteorological research and numerical weather prediction [7], to generate predictions of atmospheric profile of temperature, water vapor, surface temperature, pressure and so on at specified time series and spatial resolution. Then the output of WRF is used to drive Radiative Transfer for TOVS [8] to model the brightness temperature map observed by GIMS at oxygen absorption band and water vapor absorption band.
In this study, six-hour separated FNL data from October 1, 2013 to October 7, 2013 are chosen as the initial fields to investigate typhoon Fitow, which is the 21st named storm of the 2013 Pacific typhoon season. In order to validate the target model method mentioned above, the predicted brightness temperature maps are compared with FY3B observational brightness temperature maps which overlap the predicted area for seven times during the period of research [9].

Comparison between the predicted and observational brightness temperature maps of channel 1 (50.3GHz) in FY3B-MWTS and channel 3 (183.31GHz) in FY3B-MWHS is shown in fig2. The root mean square error between predicted and observational brightness temperature maps for all overlapping areas and all channels in FY3B-MWTS and FY3B-MWHS are presented in Table 1. From fig 2, we can find that the position and structure of predicted tropical cyclones are consistent with the observational ones although the detailed brightness temperature differs somewhat due to coarse initialization and chaos in FNL data. Table 1 shows that brightness temperature of oxygen absorption band can be better predicted using the FNL/WRF/RTTOV method than that of water-vapor absorption band. This is partly because high frequency wave is more sensitive to scattering of hydrometeors. To sum up, results above shows that the prediction method is reasonable in target modeling to simulate brightness temperature observed by the satellite sensors.

Table 1. RMS error between predicted and observational brightness temperature maps for all overlapping areas and all channels in FY3B-MWTS and FY3B-MWHS (K)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency (GHz)</th>
<th>Area1</th>
<th>Area2</th>
<th>Area3</th>
<th>Area4</th>
<th>Area5</th>
<th>Area6</th>
<th>Area7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FY3B MWTS</td>
<td>50.3</td>
<td>4.4533</td>
<td>6.9883</td>
<td>5.3182</td>
<td>6.135</td>
<td>6.1713</td>
<td>4.9054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53.396</td>
<td>1.2122</td>
<td>1.5016</td>
<td>1.6793</td>
<td>1.8324</td>
<td>1.4447</td>
<td>1.3745</td>
<td>1.2637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54.94</td>
<td>2.517</td>
<td>2.6992</td>
<td>2.2913</td>
<td>2.8835</td>
<td>2.4155</td>
<td>2.2566</td>
<td>2.595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150(V)</td>
<td>22.802</td>
<td>29.829</td>
<td>35.738</td>
<td>34.757</td>
<td>28.360</td>
<td>27.889</td>
<td>19.739</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>183.31 ± 7.6</td>
<td>5.650</td>
<td>11.625</td>
<td>10.244</td>
<td>9.179</td>
<td>5.855</td>
<td>6.725</td>
<td>5.731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>183.31 ± 1.6</td>
<td>18.044</td>
<td>26.769</td>
<td>23.462</td>
<td>30.018</td>
<td>20.135</td>
<td>19.120</td>
<td>14.211</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. TARGET MODELING IN GEO OBSERVATION

When applied to target modeling in GEO observation, the FNL/WRF/RTTOV method can be used to get brightness temperature maps observed from GEO orbit. Fig 3 shows the full-earth disk brightness temperature map of 52.8GHz obtained by the FNL/WRF/RTTOV method in GEO application. Because of time sharing working mode, system performance of GIMS can be assessed from a set of continuous full-earth disk brightness temperature maps like this.
Brightness temperature of tropical cyclone areas are modeled using this method as well. Fig 4 shows the statistical result of samples of a series of tropical cyclone region brightness temperature maps which corresponds to time series of half-hour interval in 53.596GHz. Calculate the root mean square value of the error between any two of the samples. The vertical axis stands for average of RMS values with the same time interval and the horizontal axis stands for the corresponding time interval or temporal resolution. Fig 4 demonstrates the relationship during the four stages in tropical cyclone formation. It shows that the higher the tropical cyclone’s intensity, the more violent the RMS value’s change in the same temporal resolution. But the average brightness temperature change in half an hour is quite small, which indicates that the actual brightness temperature changes of full-earth disk will have had little effect on imaging quality of GIMS’ time sharing working mode since the 5-minute imaging period of GIMS is much smaller.

Fig 5 demonstrates brightness temperature maps of the same tropical cyclone with different spatial resolutions in 50.3GHz and 183.31GHz. It shows that the helical structure of tropical cyclone can be figured out at all the three displayed spatial resolutions. But the higher the spatial resolution, the more detailed information of tropical cyclone eye and eyewall can be obtained. In the 20km resolution images, cyclone can be clearly figured out. The 50km resolution images can present cyclone information with little loss, although there’s blur in it. However, the 80km resolution images are highly blurred and cause serious cyclone information loss that cannot be accepted. These results indicate that 50km resolution of GIMS is a reasonable and accepted specification after compromising between information integrity of mesoscale weather characteristic and system complexity.

4. CONCLUSION

Method of target brightness temperature modeling has been described. Results of brightness temperature simulation for GEO observation have also been given. Results preliminarily prove the feasibility and accuracy of GIMS time-sharing working mode and affirm the spatial resolution
specification of GIMS. More work in system simulation based on target brightness temperature modeling results are expected in future.
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